Product Family
Elevate your IT Management

Professionalize IT Monitoring
Highlights
Increasing manageability: Multiple access and usage
for higher productivity.
Reducing workload: User-role-model to delegate tasks
from administrators to application managers.
Improving quality: Transparent and accessible
configurations and information increase efficiency.
Standardization: Set standards to ensure unrestricted
reliability across the entire enterprise.

Blue Elephant Systems
Blue Elephant Systems GmbH is an international operating company,
developing and implementing software to improve the IT operational
safety. Large IT infrastructures can be controlled and monitored,
analyzed and evaluated. The company’s goal is to optimize the use of
IT and to achieve the maximum operational reliability.

MIDAS Product Family
The MIDAS Product Family (Management Information, Documentation and Automation System) unifies all the functions of IT operations
management under a user-friendly and intuitive GUI. It supports IT
administrators and application managers to increase productivity and
profitability while reducing costs.
The product family consists of a wide range of complementary
software members providing tools which can be combined as
individual as your company is:
MIDAS Supervisor: Checks IT monitoring processes on
multiple levels and uses the data to trigger alerts and create
reports.
MIDAS Analyzer: Identifies and reduces message problems
with analyzing end-to-end reports and views.
MIDAS Configurator: Improves the quality of IT monitoring
by enabling multiple levels of access to the configuration data.

MIDAS Synchronizer: Provides a ready-to-use functionality
for replicating changes across multiple monitoring servers.
MIDAS Outage Manager: Simplifies the usage and
management of outages in the IT environment.
MIDAS Debugger: Reduces the number of tools and actions
required for testing policy modifications.
MIDAS Inventory: Enables rapid identification of new
and changed systems to ensure up-to-date infrastructure
information.
MIDAS Operational Value Pack: Complements HPOM’s
capabilities by integrating additional monitoring functionalities.
MIDAS Service Builder: Provides an easy-to-use graphical
interface for creating, modifying and exporting service trees.
MySQL SPI for HPOM: Integrates the monitoring of the
performance and availability of MySQL databases in HPOM.
API Toolkit: Extends access to APIs by supporting various
additional programming languages.
HPOM Administration UI: Graphical HPOM basic
configuration editor developed on MIDAS technology.

MIDAS Administrator: Extended capabilities for IT
monitoring by including advanced policy development,
packaging, release management, desired state verification and
deployment.
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Professionalize IT Monitoring
Consulting
Want to experience the difference between an IT monitoring product
and an IT monitoring solution? Does your IT monitoring have to
meet your business objectives? Is your enterprise IT environment as
dynamic as your company?
Blue Elephant Systems has excelled with IT monitoring expertise
for more than 100 companies of the Fortune Global 500 list. Our
consultants do not believe in theoretical “best practices”. They
look beyond standard solutions to empower companies. We form
a partnership with our clients to deliver customized IT monitoring
solutions that are tailored to their unique situation. We also resolve
the most crucial IT monitoring issues through an integrated approach
to help create a lasting and competitive advantage for our clients.

“As businesses become more global and
increasingly competitive, emphasis on
process automation and optimization to gain
a competitive advantage increases. IT
operations are not capable of keeping up
with this increased demand for service. Blue
Elephant Systems enables enterprises to
implement highly scalable, highly adaptable
IT management processes which are
necessary to achieve business goals.”
Joachim Hoernle, Managing Director and
Co-founder of Blue Elephant Systems

Our customized approach brings together the deep insight into the
IT monitoring and enterprise environments and the collaboration of
your organization. This ensures that all aspects from technology to
business, from detection to closing a gap, are considered – forming a
unit out of your IT which is as flexible as your entire company.

Training

Products and Company

Are you planning the launch of an IT management system? Are you
looking for a partner to evaluate the monitoring of your IT systems?
Maybe you are also interested in IT management training? Or
perhaps you need system monitoring tools to enhance your current
solution?

The MIDAS Product Family optimizes and expands the usage of
HP Operations Manager (HPOM), boom automatically monitors
heterogeneous IT infrastructures, and MOSCITO is a management
information system for a company’s managerial staff. Blue Elephant
Systems GmbH is located in Stuttgart, Germany, and joined by Blue
Elephant Systems Inc., based in Tuscaloosa, AL, U.S.A.

Our trainers have worked with HP Education and the HP Software
division, developing HP course material and presenting training
classes on behalf of HP for many years. We have expert know-how
in HP Operations Manager (HPOM) and beyond, covering most
aspects of modern IT monitoring. Typical MIDAS customers use the
product family to monitor the hardware and software components
in their complex IT infrastructure. Often these customers are large,
internationally operating companies with a centralized organization
and a geographically distributed IT.

Contact
If you would like to know more about the MIDAS Product Family or
Blue Elephant Systems, give us a call on +49 711 400 425 25.

No matter which situation applies to your company, Blue Elephants
Systems offers training for various types of IT monitoring, tailored to
your specific needs: online demo, workshop, classroom or web-based
training. Would you like to elevate your IT management to new
levels? Blue Elephant Systems can provide you with a solution.
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